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SCHQOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING

SHARDA UNIVERSITY

01st August, 20l g

Minutes of the Board of studies Meeting herd on 0rst August, 20r g

As per schedule meeting of Board of Studies, SAP was held on 01st August, 201g at 1.1:00 am in the
Dean's office at 6th Floor, Block- 2, Sharda University

Following agenda items were duly discussed as under:_

The B0S committee members noted that the changes envisaged timely "This is not the future, butit has to happen now". Furthermore, the system of verticals especially for Digital Design
Fabrication (DDF] and Environment, Services, sustainability [ESS) was strongly endorsed.

1. [t was mentioned by the B0S members that Relative study program (RSp) and workshop are
very important and should be incorporated in every semester.

2. It was stated that syllabus should be flexible enough so as the teacher is able to incorporated
their style of teaching in it.

3. The B0S members also stated that the student should have clarity on ,,what is an architect,,
within his/her first 30 days of school, else we lose the student. Whatever are the core values.
deliver them in first 30 days,

4. It was also mentioned that "Role play" should be implemented for different sub;ects to make
the students understand the particular subject with deeper clarity.

5. It was observed and commented by BOS members that the social science part of HTC (History,
Theory & CriticismJ is missing, and should be included for students to understand ,,who we are
as society".

6. Committee has recommended that the syllabus which is progressive i.e. implement ',thinking
by doing"
Workshops to be planned where students can make models on 1:1 scale.
The proposed changes to M. Arch were also reviewed and ratified for now & radical
changes were suggested.
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